
CHEMICAL 
TOILETS



The convenient single-cabin solution

Chemical Toilets

 

Applications

Extremely sturdy chemical toilets that are ideal for 

use by audiences, backstage and in camping areas at 

large events such as festivals and sport. The capacious 

250-liter tank provides longevity whilst requiring less 

cleaning. 

Features 

Each standard unit comes equipped with toilet seat, 

waste-holding tank, urinal, paper holders, mirror, 

coat hook and slip-resistant plastic flooring. The 

translucent, curved top provides full headroom and 

brightness inside the cabin. The self-closing door is 

lockable from the inside and  outside and features an 

"occupied/available“ display. In addition to the  

standard model, our product range also  

features a wheelchair-accessible version with 

 comfortable access and a spacious interior with extra 

handles. The loading and unloading of the chemical 

toilets is done by forklift truck. An integrated pallet 

on the bottom of every toilet provides the necessary 

stability. 

Optional Extras

Our rental service includes delivery and collection, 

using specialist vehicles. Each unit also comes with 

a  complete supply of consumables like toilet paper 

and paper towels. For long-term rental periods a 

weekly deep cleaning is included in the rental cost, 

with additional more frequent cleaning available 

upon request.

Material: 

Dimensions  

(l x w x h):

Weight: 

Transport:

walls: plastic

door: two layers of plastic film

ground: slip-resistant plastic

1.14 x 1.20 x 2.33 m (45 x 47 x 92 in)

1.55 x 1.55 x 2.33 m (61 x 61 x 92 in) 

(wheelchair accessible)

80.00 kg (176.5 lbs)

with a special loading carrier

www.eps.net
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01 The portable unisex toilet, colloquially known as a 

porta-potty or lavatory, is used in rows in backstage, 

public and camping areas | 02 In addition to the standard 

model, we also offer a disabled toilet in our range | 03 The 

individual toilet cubicle can be installed almost anywhere 

and offers privacy for everyone at all times, even during 

major events | 04 All portable toilets are equipped with 

toilet seat, waste-holding tank, urinal, toilet roll holder, 

mirror, coat hook and anti-slip floor surface



WHEREVER 
YOU GO, WE 
ARE THERE…


